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CHRISTMAS NIGHTS!SEGA’S INCREDIBLE FESTIVE GIVE AWAY! 

3 DIRTY DWARVES 

CHAOS CONTROL 
PGA TOUR GOLF 

BLAZING DRAGONS 
HARDCORE 4x4 

GRIME WAVE 

AMOK 
AND MORE! 





HI I ALSO INCLUDING NON-PLAYABLE DEMOS OF... 
FIGHTING VIPERS 

m ^H^^VIRTUA COP 2 

DARK SAVIOUR 

the Sonic Team classic. 

BUG 2! 
Faster, bigger, better. Bugl’s back! 

AND MORE! 11 _ j It's a stunning RPG! 

I I 

HOW DO 1 GET IT? W > Rma^oRaohass^hadRe Iting the last demo disc? W* put all 

j ah frttliebaiftain'price of £A99! Rejoice, all je faithful! 
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COMMAND & CONQUER 



SEGA SATURN 
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TETRIS PLUS "{ 
Who'd have thought that a game where you attach blocks to make lines which disappear to earn you points would have had quite the 
impact it has? Well someone obviously, otherwise they wouldn't have invented it and we wouldn't still be playing itl Sharoo! 
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BRINGS OUT THE 
YOB IN YOU 
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MIGHTY HITS_ 
So you don't know what to do with your Virtua Guo? You've finished Virtua Cop a hundred times, and since then your little brother has 
since commandeered it. Well get it back for Mighty Hits! 
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THE INCREDIBLE HULK: THE 
He's big! He's green! And my word is he mean! It's the Incredible Hulk, and be's not a happy fella because if he was a happy fella this 
game would be called 'Bruce Banner: No Saga'. 



’ANTHEON SAGA 
I mm 

Remixed and themed 
Sega Saturn game music 

in various club styles 
with top DJ's and producers 
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INCLUDES PLAYABLE DEMOS OF: 
NIGHTS, WORLDWIDE SOCCER, 

ATHLETE KINGS, 
PANZER DRAGOON II & BAKU BAKU 



BREAK POINT 
Summer may now be far behind us, and the cruel cold of winter only around the corner, but in the comfort of your own borne the grass 
is still green, the lawns still plush, and tennis Is on the go! 
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BLAST CHAMBER 
Sports all have much harder names in the future. And they seem to be made up of real words too, unlike golf or cricket, which make no 
sense. The latest descriptive nomenclature belongs to the exploding-people-in-rooms game Blast Chamber, let's rock! 
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SEGA SATVJRN 







If there's one thing we know about, it's games. Games on the Saturn. And 
in this section, MCed hy the editor, Richard leadhetter and Sega's big cheese, 
Mark Maslolwicz, we demonstrate this not-inconsiderable knowledge to its 
fullest possible potential. So... get sending in those testing questions NOW! 
Write away to: ORACLE OF WISDOM 0*A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, PRIORY COURT, 
30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EC1R 3AU. Inventive questions guarantee 
more entertaining and enlightning responses. Crap enquiries ensure the wrath 
of The Master! You have been suitably warned! 







Grime War In 
Virtua City! 

AM2 don’t just make games, they make whole genres. ^ 
Point in fact - gun games. If you want to use that old name for them. 
Today, when a new shooting game appears, it’s referred to as 
Virtua Cop-like. Such was the influence of that seminal AM2 blaster. 
Well, here’s another Virtua Cop-like game. Perhaps the only one 
deserved of that title - the awesome sequel! 



BEGINNER FILE 1: BIG CHASE! 
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SHOWCASE^ 







Lobotomised! 
of the be^t names available is Lobotomy Softwa 

imfi lit hnw did they do it? Lobotomy's BRIAN IV 
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It’s about 15 months since Daytona USA was released on Sega Saturn. And 
despite the brilliant gameplay, there has been much uncontrollable waijiig 
gnashing of teeth. Surely the Saturn is capable of better? Well, combine Da; 
USA with Sega Rally and 32X Virtua Racing Deluxe and you have... Daytona' 
Championship Circuit Edition. Words and pictures by RICHARD LEADBETTER 
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puts the power in your handf 
• live longer, punch harder, run faster, jump higher 

• hundreds of built-in cheats for the latest blodshusters (and the best of the rest) 





VICTIM COP 2 
AM2 have established themselves as the most greatest of Sega Saturn coders with an established quality of videogame second to none! 
However, as the coin-ops increase in sophistication, can the Saturn keep up? In a word: YES! 
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DAYTONA CHAMPIONSHIP Cl 
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STREET RACER 
Ho matter what console you happen to own most people would agree that one of the greatest games ever is Mario Kart on the Super 
HES. Would it he sacrilege to compare Street Racer to it?... 
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HARDCORE 4x4 
Sprechen sie Hardencoren? Ja! Head off the road aod ooto the rough dirt tracks of the apocalypse with Gremlin's new racer. Don't forget 
yoor neck brace. Or yoor crossword. 
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ICHAOS CONTROL 
They're a bit like buses really aren’t they? To begin with the only game to use the Virtua gun was Virtua Cop. And after an eon of wait¬ 
ing, Mighty Hits, Virtua Cop 2 and Chaos all turn up at once. 

Rent any latest release from just 





13 DIRTY DWARVES 
We previewed Three Dirty Dwarves way back in our August issue. Since then it's experienced various delays for reasons that i 
largely mysterious. But who cares because here it is!... 
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BLAZING DRAGONS 
Re-live all your favourite moments from the riotous cartnon romp which is Blazing Dragons with this, the Blazing Dragons Interactive 
CD-ROM Role-Playing Product. Available wherever you see lunchboxes. 

Rent any latest release from just 
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CRIMEWAVE 
Traffic problems are a major concern of the Twentieth century. I say fit guns to every car and have motorists fight for their road space! 
Another sensible policy for a happier Britain! 





PGA GOLF 
Oh no! Your dad is going to appropriate your Saturn this Christmas! You won't get a chance to play all those new games you got as 
presents! Why? Because here comes a golf sim! 
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...the reasons why the programmers would 
make such an error seems a little baffling. 



SEGA SATURN" tips 
The biggest tips this month are some incredible debug mode cheats for Guardian Heroes and Night Warriors. 
They let you access sections of code used by the programmers when developing the games, so that you can see 
how some of the game works. They're not of any real use to you, but are certainly intriguing... 
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